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ABSTRACT One of the key enablers in serving the applications requiring stringent latency in 5G networks
is fog computing as it is situated closer to the end users. With the technological advancement of vehicles’
on-board units, their computing capabilities are becoming robust, and considering the underutilization of
the off-street vehicles, we envision that the off-street vehicles can be an enormously useful computational
source for the fog computing. Additionally, clustering the vehicles would be advantageous in order to
improve the service availability. As the vehicles become highly connected, trust is needed especially in
distributed environments. However, vehicles are made from different manufacturers, and have different
platforms, security mechanisms, and varying parking duration. These lead to the unpredictable behavior of
the vehicles where quantifying trust value of vehicles would be difficult. A trust-based solution is necessary
for task mapping as a task has a set of properties including expected time to complete, and trust requirements
that need to be met. However, the existing metrics used for trust evaluation in the vehicular fog computing
such as velocity and direction are not applicable in the off-street vehicle fog environments. In this paper,
we propose a framework for quantifying the trust value of off-street vehicle fog computing facilities in
5G networks and forming logical clusters of vehicles based on the trust values. This allows tasks to be
shared with multiple vehicles in the same cluster that meets the tasks’ trust requirements. Further, we
propose a novel task mapping algorithm to increase the vehicle resource utilization and meet the desired
trust requirements while maintaining imposed latency requirements of 5G applications. Results obtained
using iFogSim simulator demonstrate that the proposed solution increases vehicle resource utilization and
reduces task drop noticeably. This paper presents open research issues pertaining to the study to lead the
way for future research directions.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular fog, trust, task mapping, 5G/B5G, fog computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

As emerging applications require stringent latency, this will
eventually force the cellular networks to advance to 5G and
beyond 5G (5G/B5G), where 5G/B5G have to serve a wide
range of applications in diversified scenarios [1]. One key
enabler that can assist 5G/B5G in meeting the stringent
latency requirement is fog computing as it is situated closer
to the end users. Fog computing contributes in reducing the

latency which is crucial for the emerging applications with
time-sensitive requirements such as virtual reality and haptics
and robotics, as they may not be accomplished through cloud
computing as observed in Table 1. Apart from serving the
applications with the stringent latency requirement, fog com-
puting is also able to reduce the burden from the backhaul
network and increase the traffic throughput. In addition,
distributed security mechanisms are needed in facilitating
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new applications and services in 5G/B5G. This needs to be
properly addressed as a pervasive use of artificial intelligence
for huge data exchange would pose a challenge in terms of
security, privacy, and trust [2]. Moreover, a trust-based solu-
tion is required in order to meet the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) of applications that can only be served by the fog
computing facilities (e.g. augmented reality and smart traffic
control). Therefore, one can foresee the importance of trust in
fog computing in order to cater the applications in 5G/B5G.

Additional computation and storage capacities that can be
found around the network access segment are particularly
seen in vehicles whether they are mobile such as for social
Internet of Vehicles [3], or off-street (parked) vehicles in
the fog computing field [4], [5]. Considering that off-street
vehicles are abundantly available (vehicles remain parked
96% of the time [6]), using the parked vehicles as part
of fog computing facilities can reduce the investment in
deploying dedicated fog computing infrastructures for the
end users. Furthermore, as 5G cells are relatively small,
taking the moving vehicles into consideration in Vehicular
Fog Computing (VFC) can result in frequent handover, incur
additional processing overheads, and degrade the service.
This has convinced us to only consider off-street vehicles as
part of fog and in the subsequent sections of the paper, we
refer a vehicle that becomes part of fog computing as a v-
fog.

Despite the promising prospects of off-street v-fogs, they
are of different nature to the conventional fog computing de-
vices and hence they may face dissimilar challenges that are
unique to off-street v-fog itself. Although the vehicles might
provide availability from the capabilities (i.e. processing,
networking, and storage), availability of the vehicles can also
be observed in terms of its parking duration. Different ve-
hicles have different parking durations with different spatio-
temporal conditions, hence their availability for being part
of the fog infrastructure also varies. One of the alternatives
to solve this problem is using the clustering concept, as
clustering the v-fogs can increase service availability through
multiple replications and caching [7]–[9]. Other advantages
of clustering include having a cluster head to ease manage-
ment, apart from minimizing collisions in the communication
channel to reduce the communication overhead [7]–[9].

On the other hand, being heterogeneous and distributed
in nature imply that the off-street v-fogs are unpredictable
because they are temporary and dynamic. Undoubtedly, as
vehicle capabilities are advancing with various storage mech-
anisms [10] and computational power, security threats con-
sequently are becoming even more and more sophisticated.
Compromised v-fog components such as Electric Control
Unit (ECU) can lead to undesired events [11] and inaccurate
sensors may inevitably send false information back to a
legitimate enquirer, rendering the v-fog as malicious and
vulnerable to various attacks. For instance, vehicles such as
Tesla Model X and Jeep Cherokee were previously hacked
to perform unauthorized actions and car safety features can
even be shutdown [12]–[14]. Although hard security can

simply be achieved with appropriate measures such as access
control, authentication, and authorization, they are insuffi-
cient in safeguarding the entire operations. Even encryption
techniques used for secure communication of the v-fog com-
ponents come at the cost of extra processing time. Moreover,
security mechanisms vary across different manufacturers and
platforms. Hence, using security metric alone is insufficient
in achieving an efficient and dependable v-fog based edge
computing.

In moving vehicles, trust-based solutions as seen in [7],
[8], [18]–[20] are used to address the shortcomings and chal-
lenges of the current solutions that depend on only security,
e.g. heterogeneity and additional processing delay. Addi-
tionally, using trust-based solutions allow us to incorporate
a combination of multiple diverse metrics for performance
measurement. It is worth noting that the trust assessment of
these existing works is focusing on data trust and commu-
nication trust. Yet, when a v-fog itself is not trusted, it can
relay false data and the trust of the data will be tampered.
Meanwhile, the trust of the communication emphasizes more
on vehicle proximity while neglecting other factors that are
equally important in assessing trust of a v-fog. Furthermore,
the metrics used for trust evaluation as observed in [20] in
moving vehicles such as velocity, speed and direction are
not applicable to off-street v-fog environments as they are
stationary.

As the applications that demand fog support in 5G would
require the trust-based service, the v-fog can have a pivotal
role in offering large source of computational and storage
power. Thus, we think that it is increasingly important to
develop a framework that can quantify trust value of a v-fog
in the 5G environment. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study that proposes a framework for measuring
the trust value of off-street v-fogs and clustering the v-fogs
according to their trust values. Unlike the aforementioned
studies focusing on data trust and communication trust, our
trust is entity-based and the meaning of trust in our context
is referred as the expectation that a v-fog will behave in an
intended manner, similar to the trust definition in [21]. The
framework in this paper is illustrated as a scenario of physical
clusters of v-fogs shown in Fig. 1a. The physical cluster
which is referred in [21] as a Trust Domain1 is adopted
in this study. Figure 1a shows a physical cluster of v-fogs
that are connected to a Base Station (BS) where the BS
communication range determines a Trust Domain’s coverage.
Furthermore, v-fogs that are in the same physical space may
not belong in the same Trust Domain as there is a possibility
of having multiple Trust Domains overlapping in a single
physical space and different Trust Domain might be operated
using different service operator standards.

Motivated by the above observations, we address the need

1ITU-T in [21] has defined Trust Domain as a set of information and
associated resources consisting of users, networks, data repositories, and
applications (or services) that manipulate the data in those data repositories.
Different trust domains may share the same social-cyber-physical compo-
nents, and a single trust domain may employ various levels of trust.
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TABLE 1: Overview of latency requirement of latency-stringent applications.

Applications Latency Requirement Remarks
Virtual reality 10 - 20 ms [15] Long latency in Virtual Reality (VR) could result in motion sickness.

Smart traffic control 10 ms [16] Strict end-to-end latency is needed by automated collision
avoidance system in ensuring vehicle safety.

Haptics and robotics 1 ms [15] Remote control and real-time feedback collection require
strict end-to-end latency requirement.

Online gaming 30 - 50 ms [16] High latency than required would deteriorate gaming
experience.

High precision drone control 20 ms [17] Drone flying with real time control needs strict end-to-end latency requirement.

Education and Culture 5 - 10 ms [16] Real time online interaction between trainer and learner would
require very low latency.

Trust	Domain	n	th	

Trust	Domain	1	

Trust	Domain	2	

Cloud	 5G	Core	Network	

5G	BS	with	
LB	functionalities	

5G	BS	with	
LB	functionalities	

5G	BS	with	
MB	functionalities	

LB	 Local	Broker	

MB	 Main	Broker	

5G	BS	with	
LB	functionalities	

(a) Clusters of vehicles in multiple Trust Domains.

Logical	cluster	

Logical	cluster	i	with	Trust	
value	j	

Logical	cluster	i+1	with	Trust	
value	j+1	

Logical	cluster	i+m	with	
Trust	value	j+n	

Trust	Domain	i	

(b) Logical clustering of vehicles in a
physical cluster.

FIGURE 1: Parked v-fogs in different Trust Domains and logical clusters.

of trust-based solutions in the off-street v-fog environments
to support the applications in 5G and make the following
contributions in this paper:

• We devise a solution that aims at catering the latency
requirement of the applications in 5G, reducing the task
drop and seemingly paving the way for increasing the
overall satisfaction of the clients.

• Propose a framework that encompasses both physical
and logical clustering concept, where physical cluster-
ing of v-fogs is based on the v-fog’s Trust Domain, and
logical clustering of v-fog is based on the v-fog’s trust
value as shown in Fig. 1b. The combination of both can
provide more stability in processing any incoming tasks.

• We propose the Vehicle Cluster Formation (VCF) algo-
rithm for logical clustering of v-fogs, where a logical
cluster refers to a group of v-fogs with trust values that
fall within the cluster’s trust value range. V-fogs that are
in the same Trust Domain might belong to a different
logical cluster as illustrated in Fig. 1b. As a v-fog’s trust
value changes over time, this algorithm allows the v-

fog to be logically assigned from one cluster to another
well-suited cluster.

• We propose the Task Mapping (TM) algorithm with the
objective of trust based task mapping effectively in order
to reduce task drop.

The performance evaluation of the proposed work is con-
ducted using iFogSim simulator. Our results demonstrate that
the proposed work outperforms the existing solution in terms
of higher cluster utilization and lower percentage of task
drop.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II
presents the existing studies on task mapping and trust in
vehicular environments. Section III elaborates more on the
workflow of the proposed work, the VCF algorithm and
the TM algorithm. The performance evaluation and open
research issues are presented in Section IV and Section V
respectively, followed by the conclusions in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY
Section II-A first discusses the existing studies on task map-
ping, and the works on trust evaluation in the vehicular
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networks are elaborated Section II-B.

A. TASK MAPPING
The capability of the computational and storage resources
of vehicles has increasingly gained attention in the recent
years [22]–[26], where several studies have uncovered the
potential of idle vehicle resources for the purpose of content
distribution [9], [27]–[33]. Realizing the promising future of
smart vehicles, various vehicle clustering algorithms have
been proposed to harness its potential in the areas of vehic-
ular routing or vehicle resources. Nonetheless, the existing
research efforts focus on creating stable clusters of mobile
vehicles [7], [34]–[38]. The authors in [27] propose the idea
of ParkCast that leverages roadside parking to distribute
contents in urban Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs).
With wireless devices and rechargable batteries, parked ve-
hicles can communicate with any vehicles driving through
them. Parked vehicles at each roadside are grouped into a
line cluster as far as possible, which is locally coordinated
for node selection and data transmission. Meanwhile, the
authors in [39] have exploited parked vehicles to provide a
virtual network infrastructure to facilitate data exchange and
to extend the vehicular network for improved connectivity. A
cluster of parked vehicles constitutes a single virtual network
node which is formed based on a virtual routing protocol that
also features Distributed Hash Table functionality.

There are numerous studies that have looked into resource
allocation [40]–[42] and task allocation [43]–[45] in vehicles.
In [43], the authors propose a two-sided matching scheme
and a deep reinforcement learning approach to schedule
offloading requests and allocate network resources in vehic-
ular edge computing. Vehicles upload tasks to RSUs where
RSUs obtain global information of vehicular offloading tasks
through the relay station. Authors in [44] propose a meta-
heuristic approach, called Hybrid Adaptive Particle Swarm
Optimization for task scheduling and resource allocation in
v-fog. The authors consider a three-layer v-fog architecture
where the bottom layer represents the On-Board Unit (OBU)
vehicle resources, the middle layer consisting of roadside
fogs and the top layer consisting of the centralized fog of
high-end servers. The mobile vehicle resources are leveraged
to various services requested by other vehicles and indi-
viduals on the road. Unlike the work in [44], the authors
in [45] propose a learning-based distributed task offloading
framework based on the multi-armed bandit theory. It enables
vehicles that perform task-offloading to learn the perfor-
mance of vehicles that provide the service, thus to make task
offloading decisions individually and minimize the average
offloading delay.

B. TRUST IN VEHICULAR ENVIRONMENTS
Despite the potentials of v-fogs mentioned previously, trust
is identified as an issue in vehicular networks [46]–[50] and
various works have tried to address the issue. The authors in
[51] propose a trust and reputation management framework
for VANETs based on similarities between messages and

similarities between vehicles. Similarities and reputations of
recommenders are used as weightage for computing compre-
hensive reputation for the message producer. The framework
is applied to help the drivers to decide whether or not they
should believe the received messages. The study in [52] has
built a data-centric trust model and emphasized on the dis-
tance, time and relations between node types and data types
for a reliable data acquisition in VANETs. Their model fo-
cused on four factors, namely data reporter’s trustworthiness,
the correlative trustworthiness of the event and its reporter,
the proximity in geographic location, and the proximity in
time. In an effort to reduce intrusion detection in VANETs,
the work in [53] proposes a secure clustering algorithm where
the authors introduce a social behavior parameter to assure
more connectivity within a cluster and elect a more stable
and trusted vehicle as the cluster head.

In [54], the authors propose a secure and stable vehicular
clustering algorithm based on hybrid mobility similarities
and the trust management scheme. However, the existing
vehicle clustering algorithms are not suited in the off-street
vehicle context in our paper. Meanwhile, authors in [20]
propose a trust model that assesses the accuracy and integrity
of a sender of an event message of a vehicle. By using
fuzzy logic, it evaluates the trust value based on experience,
plausibility, and accuracy level of location, where experience
and plausibility are dependent upon past direct interaction
and location verification using distance and time, respec-
tively. Although their concept and methodology are almost
similar to our study in this paper, some of the metrics such as
velocity and speed cannot be adopted in our off-street vehicle
scenario. Therefore, the solution in [20] cannot be applied for
parking VFC based computing.

In order to meet the trust requirements of tasks, a Simple
Matching solution is presented in our previous study [55]
where tasks are migrated from one fog to other fogs of similar
trust value. Although the trust requirements of the tasks
are met throughout their completion, the frequent migration
implies an increase in processing delay. Moreover, no simu-
lations are conducted to experiment on its performance. The
closest work that resembles our proposed work is observed
in [56]. The authors propose a trust-aware brokering scheme
to match cloud resources to the end user requests. Since the
cloud is stationary, availability is not considered as part of
their evaluation criteria for cloud. This is also observed in
[57] that proposes a trust model for the cloud. However, avail-
ability plays an important factor in mobile-based resources
in the VFC. It is apparent from the aforementioned studies
that their focuses are more inclined towards communication
trust or data trust. Nevertheless, studies looking into how the
off-street vehicle trust can affect task mapping are currently
overlooked.

III. PROPOSED WORK
The objectives of our study are to provide a trust-based
service using v-fog for the applications in 5G and maximize
the utilization of v-fog resources. In order to facilitate this,
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we derive a framework that comprises of two algorithms
namely the Vehicle Cluster Formation (VCF) algorithm and
the Task Mapping (TM) algorithm. Section III-A elaborates
the system model, Section III-B describes the workflow of
our proposed solution and the proposed algorithms are pre-
sented in Section III-C.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
With the global increase of vehicle charging stations [58], we
can surmise that power will not be an issue when we consider
that the parking lots are equipped with power charging ports.
Although it is common in various places globally to impose
parking time restrictions, there are no time restrictions for
vehicles to park for the sake of simplicity of this study.

Our study focuses on Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) com-
munication where the v-fogs communicate with their respec-
tive BS. As depicted in Fig. 2a, in our solution, several
functional entities of the 5G core network are used in order to
integrate with the VFC. We assume that the VFC ecosystem
is integrated with the User Plane Function (UPF) of the 5G
core network similar to [59] and the UPF is placed in the
access network to reduce the latency as proposed in [60]. The
UPF can be seen as a distributed and configurable data plane
which is controlled by the Session Management Function
(SMF) of the 5G network. It is also in charge of traffic
steering of the user plane towards the desired applications or
network functions. Although this particular capability is not
in the scope of our study, we make the following assumptions
that the UPF has a global knowledge including the traffic for-
warding latency from one point to another point. It uses this
knowledge for efficient traffic forwarding in 5G. Therefore,
in our solution, it can play an increasingly important role in
the decision-making process where tasks are assigned to the
VFC computational facilities.

In the 5G core network, the list of network functions
and the services they produce are handled by the Network
Resource Function (NRF), and the Policy Control Function
(PCF) handles the rules and regulations of the 5G system.
For the PCF function, we assume that the VFC operator
may impose relevant policies relating to the v-fogs in our
solution. The Unified Data Management (UDM) function is
responsible for the 5G services related to users and their
subscriptions. We assume that other VFC-related procedures
such as IP address allocation management of the v-fogs and
DHCP services are done in the SMF. On the other hand, the
Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF) handles
mobility related procedures, in which the capability is useful
in our solution in tracking the v-fog parking behavior and
the average sojourn parking time of a v-fog. Meanwhile, the
information of v-fog is uploaded to the Network Exposure
Function (NEF) of the 5G core network as it plays a role in
authorizing all access requests originating from outside of the
system. Whereas the authentication procedures of a v-fog can
be done in the Authentication Server Function (AUSF).

In order to allocate the tasks to a v-fog, an intermediate
node namely a broker is considered in our proposal. We

assume that there are two hierarchies of brokers referred to
as Main Broker (MB) and Local Broker (LB), where the v-
fog drivers are willing to share the required information to
these brokers and participate in the v-fog enrollment in VFC.
The MB and LB are deployed in the 5G BSs as depicted
in Fig. 1a. Here, the 5G BS serves as a Trust Domain, and
each Trust Domain contains multiple logical clusters. As
discussed in Section I, with the possibility of having multiple
Trust Domains overlapping in a single physical space and
different Trust Domain might operate using different operator
standards, v-fogs that are in the same physical space may not
belong in the same Trust Domain. Prior to determining which
5G BS that the MB should be deployed in, factors such as
network connectivity and the average distance between the
respective 5G BS are considered beforehand. The selected
5G BS with MB functionality becomes the top hierarchy that
manages a group of LBs. Additionally, both the MB and LB
are connected to the UPF, as illustrated by their functional
block diagrams in Fig. 2b and 2c. These three entities are
further elaborated below:

1) MB
The MB functions as a load balancer that is running the TM
algorithm (that will be discussed further in Section III-C).
In order to run the TM algorithm, the MB requires the help
of UPF in gathering the list of qualified logical clusters to
process the incoming tasks from the clients. The functions
of the components in the MB block diagram are explained
below:
• Task Management: The metadata of the tasks for-

warded from the clients are processed in this compo-
nent before the tasks are assigned to and processed by
the selected v-fogs. This metadata includes informa-
tion such as the task’s response time and trust require-
ments. The Task Management component contains two
sub-components namely Task Mapper and Task Status
Tracker where the TM algorithm is running. The Task
Mapper processes the task metadata using the TM algo-
rithm and the MB forwards it to the UPF. This algorithm
will be further discussed in Section III-C2. At this stage,
it is worth highlighting that the final decision on the
most appropriate v-fog is made in the MB; however,
the initial screening of the candidate v-fogs is made at
the UPF using the supplied metadata obtained from the
clients.

• Computation Demand Behavior Analysis (CDBA) :
This component stores the arrived timeseries task arrival
history that is used to predict the behavior of future
incoming tasks. As the task arrival rate of a logical
cluster may vary, there is a level of uncertainty where
its variance might be > 0. In particular, in our solution,
this timeseries data is used to obtain information namely
the average number of task arrival for a logical cluster
at a given time, denoted by λ̄l, and the upper limit of
task arrival variance for the logical cluster, denoted by
Aupper. These metrics are then stored in the UPF.

VOLUME 4, 2016 5
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2) LB
The main functions of the LB include evaluating and manag-
ing the trust of v-fogs as well as keeping track of the available
v-fog resources. The latest update of the workload status of
the logical clusters that it is governing is periodically updated
to the UPF. The functions of the components in the LB block
diagram are explained below:

• Availability Behavior Prediction: Whenever a v-fog
parks and is attached to a BS, its attachment information
is stored in the AMF entity of the 5G core network.
This information can be used to understand the parking
behavior pattern (e.g. average availability duration at
particular parking space) of a particular v-fog. Such
information can be part of the metrics to be used by the
LB in order to quantify the trust of the v-fog.

• Fuzzy Control System for Trust Evaluation (FC-
STE): This component performs the trust evaluation
process of the v-fogs based on three input metrics
i.e. security, reputation, and availability. These metrics
are chosen in this study as they have been considered
previously in several studies [61], [62]. The availability
information is obtained from the Availability Behavior
Prediction component of the LB, and the security and
reputation information of the v-fog are obtained from
the UPF. The output of the FCSTE component is the v-
fog’s trust value where the maximum trust value is 1.

• Cluster Management: This component is responsible
in assigning the v-fogs to their respective logical clusters
based on the v-fogs’ trust value. The VCF algorithm,
that creates the logical clustering, is running in this
component in which we will further discuss later in
Section III-C1. The response time of a server is highly
affected by its utilization [63]. Thus, we assume that the
VFC operator can set the utilization threshold of each of
the v-fog based on the application latency requirement
that the logical clusters need to comply, similar to [64],
[65].
In order to meet the the application latency requirement
(Ralr), we need to find the maximum utilization for
a given service rate (µ) for ith v-fog (ρ(i)max). This
is calculated using (1) which is based on the M/M/1
queueing model. The ith v-fog’s utilization threshold is
denoted by ρ(i)t , where the current utilization 6 ρ

(i)
t 6

ρ
(i)
max

2.

ρ(i)max = 1− 1

µRalr
. (1)

Once the ρ(i)max is obtained, we can get the maximum
arrival rate that the v-fog can accept (λ(i)max) as follows,

λimax = ρ(i)maxµi, (2)

2The research findings in [66] impart that there is an optimal point of
server utilization at which a server reaches its maximum energy efficiency.
One of the criteria in deciding the ρt can be the energy consumption.

where µ̄i is the average service rate of ith v-fog. In order
to calculate the total number of the maximum tasks
(arrival) that the entire logical cluster comprised of m
number of v-fogs can serve, it is quantified using (3).

λmax =
m∑
i=1

ρ(i)maxµi. (3)

As each of the LBs needs to quantify the remaining
capacity of reassigned tasks that each of its logical clus-
ters can accommodate at a given time, denoted by λf ,
this component uses the λ̄l and Aupper metrics obtained
from the UPF to calculate λf for each of the logical
clusters. At this point, the λmax is already obtained from
(3) and it is assumed that the value for task arrival that
are meant to be processed by a logical cluster at time t ,
denoted as λl(t) is known. Finally, the λf for each of
the logical clusters of a LB can be quantified using (4),
and it is updated into the UPF.

λf = λmax − λl(t)−
(
Aupper − λ̄l

)
. (4)

Therefore, one can see how the value of the predefined
Ralr can dynamically affect the ρmax, which in turn in-
fluences and controls the λmax. In other words, the λmax
that a logical cluster can accept while meeting the Ralr
will vary. The relationship between these parameters and
how they affect the logical clusters’ performance in terms of
utilization, percentage of task drop, and λf can be observed
in the results in Section IV-C.

3) UPF
The UPF contains multiple functional components in the 5G
network. Apart from having the existing functions such as
packet inspection, transport level packet marking, and traffic
steering, here it comprises of two other presumed functions
i.e. the Workload Management (WLM) and Task Metadata
Repository (TMR). Upon receiving a request from a client,
the MB will inform the TMR of the UPF about the request
and the TMR forwards the information to the WLM. The
WLM can have two alternative ways in gathering the latest
workload status of the logical clusters to serve the request
from the group of LBs, namely a polling method or a trap-
based method.

It is worth mentioning that before assigning a task to a
logical cluster, the MB needs to have the current average
task processing response time (Rc) and λf of each of the
logical clusters at a given time. Additionally, the MB needs
to take into account the total delay, denoted as Td (which is
quantified in (7)) from the task’s originating source (client)
to each candidate logical cluster. We assume that the UPF is
capable of measuring Td as it is in charge of traffic steering
in 5G. Having these statistics i.e latest workload status of
the logical clusters and the aforementioned additional metrics
readily available in the WLM allows the UPF to respond to
the MB upon request.
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FIGURE 2: The integration of VFC with the 5G core network and functional block diagrams of MB and LB in the proposed
solution.

B. WORKFLOW OF PROPOSED SOLUTION

When a v-fog reaches a Trust Domain, the LB of the Trust
Domain quantifies the trust value of the v-fog and assigns
the v-fog into a logical cluster of that LB using the VCF
algorithm. The LB feeds the logical cluster information
(comprising of Rc , λf and Td) into the UPF periodically
as mentioned in Section III-A3. Upon request, the UPF will
forward this logical cluster information to the MB to map
the tasks with the respective logical clusters using the TM
algorithm. Prior to discussing the workflow of how the MB
finds the most appropriate logical cluster in accomplishing
the tasks, we first need to elaborate on how each LB clusters
the v-fogs into multiple logical clusters.

Figure 2b shows that upon being parked and attached to
a 5G BS, the LB in the BS extracts the details of the v-fog
from the 5G core network 1©. The 5G core network then
forwards the v-fog’s parking information to the Availability

Behavior Prediction component of the LB to estimate the v-
fog’s availability, and it directly forwards v-fog’s security and
reputation information to the FCSTE component of the LB.
These three metrics i.e. availability, security and reputation
are then used by the FCSTE component for trust evaluation
of the v-fog. Since the values of these metrics are always
changing, their values have to be collected in a timely interval
by the LB from the 5G core network. These metrics are
further elaborated below:

• Security: Security is chosen as part of the trust evalua-
tion metrics as it holds high importance and is closely
intertwined in the establishment of trust [67]–[69].
Hence, before any task is going to be processed by a
vehicle, it is necessary to evaluate the security level of
the vehicle. However, security solutions for fog system
developers and designers are lacking [70]. Assigning a
value to a vehicle’s security would be difficult as this
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information is usually not disclosed unless specified.
Our security calculation follows the method used in the
real world where the value of security is the summation
of multiple security-related metrics [71].

• Reputation: Trust and reputation are highly coupled
and related in a distributed system. Reputation of a ve-
hicle plays a part in the trust evaluation as it is also one
of the most commonly metrics used [72]. Although rep-
utation calculation might face issues of unfair ratings or
dishonest feedback from users [73], here the reputation
of the v-fog is given by the LB. The vehicles’ reputation
would increase over time as the tasks assigned to them
are completed.

• Availability: Availability of a v-fog is measured in
terms of its parking duration. The LB would be able to
estimate the v-fog’s parking duration from the Availabil-
ity Behavior Prediction component in the LB. Unlike
reputation, the availability of a v-fog will decrease over
time.

Fuzzy Control System (FCS) poses the ability to mimic
the human mind to effectively employ modes of approximate
reasoning rather than exact [74]. Motivated by the wide use
of FCS in trust evaluation [55], [61], [75], we have adopted
the FCS for trust evaluation in the FCSTE component in this
study. The three metrics described previously form the set X =
{security, availability, reputation} that are treated as the
inputs of the FCS where each input is further characterized
by a linguistic variable set, L = {poor, average, excellent}.
Meanwhile, trust is the output represented by the linguis-
tic variable set P = {poor, bad, average, good, excellent}
where their membership functions are shown in Fig. 3. To
map the scalar input vector data into a scalar output, fuzzy
rules are used. Based on (5), the number of rules i is equiv-
alent to 27 to ensure all possible occurrences are covered in
the FCS. These rules are defined in Table 2.
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FIGURE 3: Fuzzy membership values for trust evaluation.

TABLE 2: Fuzzy-based rules to determine trust value of
vehicles.

Rule Security Reputation Availability Trust
1 Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
2 Excellent Excellent Average Excellent
3 Excellent Excellent Poor Good
4 Excellent Average Excellent Excellent
5 Excellent Average Average Good
6 Excellent Average Poor Average
7 Excellent Poor Excellent Good
8 Excellent Poor Average Average
9 Excellent Poor Poor Bad
10 Average Excellent Excellent Excellent
11 Average Excellent Average Good
12 Average Excellent Poor Average
13 Average Average Excellent Good
14 Average Average Average Average
15 Average Average Poor Bad
16 Average Poor Excellent Average
17 Average Poor Average Bad
18 Average Poor Poor Bad
19 Poor Excellent Excellent Good
20 Poor Excellent Average Average
21 Poor Excellent Poor Bad
22 Poor Average Excellent Average
23 Poor Average Average Bad
24 Poor Average Poor Bad
25 Poor Poor Excellent Bad
26 Poor Poor Average Poor
27 Poor Poor Poor Poor

i = |X||L| (5)

The Mamdani-based fuzzy inference system is applied
where the "AND" operator for three antecedents and one
consequent are used for the rules that follow the form "Ri
= if (security is l AND availability is l AND reputation is l)
then (trust is t)", where l ε L and the trust value for each rule
is represented by t ε [0, 1]. The trust output for every rule is
derived based on heuristic reasoning and the final v-fog trust
value is vt ε [0, 1].

Once the trust evaluation of the v-fog is done, the FCSTE
component forwards the v-fog’s trust value to the Cluster
Management component of the LB where the VCF algorithm
is running 2©. When the v-fog’s trust value falls in the
trust value range of a logical cluster, it will be assigned
to that logical cluster (ci) which belongs in the set C =
{ci+1, ci+2, .., cm}, where i = 0 and ci represents the ith
logical cluster in the set C 3©. Over time, when a v-fog’s
trust value changes due to its changing metric values, it
will be moved to a logical cluster that accommodates the v-
fog’s trust value. This vehicle clustering process is described
later on in Algorithm 1 in Section III-C1. Moreover, the v-
fogs that move away from the Trust Domain are no longer
participating in the cluster. The current status of the logical
clusters i.e. the workload status of the logical clusters of a LB
are updated at the UPF 4©. The UPF will use this information
when it is needed by the MB. After elaborating on how
the LB clusters the v-fogs in its Trust Domain into multiple
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logical clusters, next we explain how the MB finds the most
appropriate logical cluster in accomplishing the tasks.

Figure 2c shows that a client first sends a task request
to the MB in the form of task metadata consisting of the
trust requirement denoted as Tr 1©. Upon receiving the task
metadata, the Task Management component forwards the
task metadata to the TMR component in the UPF where
the TMR forwards it to the WLM in order to process the
request 2©. Having the workload status of logical clusters
that are collected from the LB earlier, including the addi-
tional metrics mentioned in Section III-A i.e. Rc , Td , and
λf readily available in the WLM, the UPF forwards these
statistics to the MB’s Task Management component 3© to
help the MB in the decision-making process. The logical
clusters that meet the Tr are first selected. Then, based on Td

the Task Management component might find more than one
of the selected logical clusters belonging in different Trust
Domains that meet the Ralr (previously defined in Section
III-A2). To ensure optimal performance and minimal latency,
the Task Management component selects the logical cluster
with the lowest value of Td to process the task and notify the
client 4©. This is described further in Section III-C2. Once
the client receives the cue, the client can send the task to the
v-fogs of the logical cluster 5©. After the task is completed,
the v-fogs will notify the client 6©.

C. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
This part of the section elaborates on both the VCF and TM
algorithms that are mentioned previously as follows:

1) Vehicle Cluster Formation (VCF) algorithm

Algorithm 1: Vehicle Cluster Formation (VCF) algo-
rithm
Data: security, availability, reputation values
Result: trust value, membership of a v-fog in a logical

cluster
1 initialization;
2 v-fog joins a Trust Domain;
3 Set trust range upper bound and lower bound for each

cluster as Tmax and Tmin;
4 if v-fog is still in Trust Domain respectively then
5 LB obtains values from v-fog for X =

{security, availability, reputation};
6 Evaluate vt using FCS;
7 if Tmax > vt ≥ Tmin then
8 Assign v-fog to cj ;

/* j represents the jth logical
cluster */

9

10 else
11 v-fog leaves cluster participation;
12 end

Algorithm 1 shows that as a v-fog reaches a Trust Domain,
the v-fog’s trust value (vt) is evaluated using FCS as ex-

plained in Section III-B where the three metrics i.e. security,
reputation, and availability are considered. Depending on
the number of clusters, each cluster has its own trust range
predefined by an upper bound, Tmax, and a lower bound
Tmin. After the vt of a v-fog is evaluated and if the v-fog’s vt
falls into a logical cluster’s trust range, the v-fog is assigned
to the logical cluster. The v-fog’s vt will change over time and
the v-fog will be assigned to another logical cluster where its
vt fits into the logical cluster’s trust range. However, when
the v-fog moves away from the Trust Domain, it no longer
participates in the cluster formation.

2) Task Mapping (TM) algorithm

Algorithm 2: Task Mapping (TM) algorithm
Data: incoming tasks
Result: task assignment
Init:
Set j = 1;
Set counter = 1;
Utilization threshold, th;
Logical cluster, c;
Number of logical cluster in a Trust Domain, m;

1 Taskreq = {Tr , Ralr};
/* Client’s task request */

2 while c is present do
3 if c’s trust satisfy Tr then
4 c ε LCT ;
5 end
6 for c ε LCT do

/* Identify clusters that meet
Ralr */

7 if Ralr ≤ T (j,k)
d then

8 c ε LCRT ;
9 if x ≤ min { T (j,k)

d } then
10 c is picked.
11 end
12 if j 6= n then
13 if cj size 6= 0 and ρ < th then
14 Assign tasks to cj ;
15 else
16 while counter ≤ m do
17 if (counter + j) 6= m then
18 if cj size 6= 0 and ρ < th then
19 Assign tasks to ccounter+j ;
20 else if (counter + j)=m then
21 if cm size 6= 0 and ρ < th then
22 Assign tasks to cm;
23 else
24 Drop tasks;
25 end
26 counter← counter + 1;
27 end
28 end
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Algorithm 2 mainly aims at improving the resource uti-
lization of the logical clusters. Clients with tasks to be
processed pass their task metadata to the MB. After defining
the number of logical clusters in a Trust Domain as well as
the ρt (utilization threshold) of the v-fogs, the algorithm first
acknowledges the client’s Tr and Ralr requirements obtained
from the metadata. Next, the algorithm creates a set LCT
with the logical clusters (c) that meet the Tr . From LCT ,
the MB then identifies the c that meets the Ralr . They form
the set LCRT , where LCRT ⊆ LCT . To ensure optimal
performance and minimal latency, c with the lowest value
of Td is chosen to process the task.

If an incoming task is meant to be processed by cj+1 ,
it is referred to as a local task to cj+1 . In cases where the
cj+1 is not present (i.e. no v-fog belong to cj+1 ) or its ρ̄j+1

t ,
defined in (6), has exceeded the threshold, the task can only
be processed by cj+2 if cj+2 has not exceeded its ρ̄j+2

t and
can still accommodate space to process. This task is known as
a reassigned task to the cj+2 that is processing it. However,
when cj+2 is unavailable, the MB will proceed to look at
the rest of the logical clusters in an ascending manner until
it finds one that can process the task. This implies that a
logical cluster can not only process local tasks assigned to
it, but it can also process reassigned tasks simultaneously as
illustrated in Fig. 4. When none of the logical clusters are
available, the task will then be dropped.

ρ̄jT =

∑m
i=1 ρ

(i)
t

m
, (6)

where m represents the total number of v-fogs in a logical
cluster.
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FIGURE 4: Arrival, distribution and allocation of local and
reassigned tasks among logical clusters.

The computation complexity of the VCF algorithm is
O(N), where N is the number of logical clusters. On the other
hand for the TM algorithm, when a task is assigned to the

logical cluster that meets the requirements it has a constant
computation complexity of O(N). However, when a task is a
reassigned task, the computation complexity to execute the
code block is proportional to the number of logical clusters,
N. In this case, the computation complexity to run the second
part of the TM algorithm will increase proportionately as N
increases. Hence, the overall computation complexity of the
TM algorithm is O(N).

D. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR MEASURING
LATENCY
Prior to assigning a task to a logical cluster, Td is needed
to identify the logical clusters that can meet the client’s
Ralr . Figure 5 shows a sequence of events to help us to
understand the incurring Td throughout the process that can
affect the performance of a logical cluster which is calculated
as follows (7):

T̄d = T̄R + 2(T̄MB + T̄UPF + T̄C′,F ) + T̄LB + Rci , (7)

where TR is the time taken for a client to send or receive a
task associated request/response message. The time taken for
the MB, UPF, and LB to process the message are denoted by
TMB , TUPF , and TLB respectively. TC′,F is the time taken
for the client to send the message to a logical cluster and
back after the client receives the information on the selected
logical cluster. Meanwhile, Rci is the response time of the ith
logical cluster.

In our Td calculation, we exclude the event of how the v-
fogs are assigned to a logical cluster. As depicted in Fig. 5, at
each node (e.g. UPF), a message experiences delay which
is composed of mainly transmission (Ttrans), propagation
(Tprop) and processing delay (Tproc). Then, following the
procedures stated in [76], we quantify the average delay a
message experience at each node along with the propagation
delay to reach that node as follows:

Tnode = Ttrans + Tprop + Tproc. (8)

Ttrans is the time required to transmit the message through
the transmission channel given by (9).

Ttrans =
length of message (bits)

transmission rate of a node (kbps)
. (9)

Tprop is the time required for the message to propagate
from one node to another that is calculated using (10).

Tprop =
distance of one node to another (m)

transmission speed (m/s)
. (10)

Meanwhile Tproc refers to the time taken by the nodes to
process the message which is calculated using (11) where µn

is the service rate of a node. This processing may include
activities in the node such as receiving message error detec-
tion and correction and processing it, checking for bit-level
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errors in the message that has occurred during transmission
or deciding the message’s next destination.

Tproc =

1
µn

1− λl(t)
µn

. (11)

Based on the latency calculation of the M/M/1 queuing
model in [76], we use (12) in order to calculate Rci at a given
time, where m is the number of v-fogs, λl(t) is the arrival
rate of tasks and µi is the service rate of a v-fog.

Rci =

1
mµi

1− λl(t)
mµi

. (12)

In order for a logical cluster to be selected to process a
task, the expression in (13) has to be met where T

(i,k)
d is the

delay between ci and client k .

Ralr > T
(i,k)
d . (13)

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance comparisons between the proposed solution and
the existing solution [55], herein referred as the Simple
Matching solution, are made in this section. Our simulations
are carried out using a Java-based simulator called iFogSim
[77] where it is further modified to suit our algorithms.
Three new classes, namely Tasks, Cluster and FuzzyEval-
uation are added to the iFogSim simulator while the exist-
ing classes namely, DCNSFog, FogDevice, Controller and
Config classes are partially altered. In order to reflect the
role of the 5G components mentioned in Section III-A, we
assume that some nodes in our simulator perform the role
of UPF, MB and LB, where they take part in different
activities including the vehicle cluster formation and task
allocation. The incoming tasks which are tagged with IDs
are of various sizes and have different expected completion
time. Although tasks with different trust requirements are
generated randomly, the tasks are generated at a constant rate
throughout the simulation. There are 80 v-fogs under each
Trust Domain where these values remain constant and we as-
sume that the security value for all v-fogs would be randomly
generated and the values will remain constant throughout
the simulation. Section IV-A demonstrates the importance of
incorporating trust in task mapping in VFC, whereas Section
IV-B through Section IV-D show the performance of the
proposed work under the influence of varying task service
rate, application latency requirement, and task arrival rate.

A. IMPORTANCE OF TRUST IN TASK MAPPING
Ensuring trust adds a layer of assurance to the end users and
acts as one of the ways to aid a system in decision making.
Trust-based task mapping is crucial in improving the VFC’s
performance. For comparison, we imagine an identical solu-
tion to our proposed solution, except that here the tasks are
allocated randomly to the logical clusters regardless of the
trust requirement of the task that needs to be met. We refer

to this identical solution as a non trust-based task mapping
in this section. The results are presented in Fig. 6 in order
to impart the significance of our trust-based task mapping
against the non trust-based task mapping.

Figure 6a shows that as the service rate increases, the
average utilization decreases for both solutions. However, the
average utilization of the trust-based task mapping outper-
forms the non trust-based task mapping where the former’s
average utilization has a minimum value of 73% and maxi-
mum value of 76%, whereas the latter’s average utilization
has a minimum value of 65% and maximum value of 73%.
Consequently, the decrease of utilization leads to the decrease
of task drop as shown in Fig. 6b. Here, the non trust-
based task mapping obtains higher percentage of task drop
as compared to the trust-based task mapping. One possible
reason is because the non trust-based task mapping assigns
the tasks to the logical clusters that may not be suitable (it
does not match the trust requirement) in serving the tasks,
as the v-fogs with low trust value might leave the logical
clusters while processing the tasks. Furthermore, it can be
observed that as the service rate increases, the non trust-
based task mapping only has a slight percentage decrease
of task drop, whereas the trust-based task mapping shows a
significant reduction of task drop from 46% to only 5%.

B. INFLUENCE OF SERVICE RATE OF LOGICAL
CLUSTERS
Simply balancing the incoming tasks to a matching logical
cluster might be sufficient quality-wise, but not quantity-
wise. Providing both quality and quantity is imperative for
v-fogs as emphasizing only on quality can result in under-
utilization of resources. The results in Fig. 7 show how
the proposed solution is able to improve the logical cluster
utilization and task drop performance. In this scenario, λ
is set to 2 tasks/s and ρ̄t (average utilization threshold of a
logical cluster) is set to 0.8.

Figure 7a shows that as µ increases, the logical cluster
utilization subsequently decreases for both Simple Matching
and the proposed solution while maintaining same utilization
threshold. However, the logical cluster utilization of the
Simple Matching solution is almost the same throughout
each logical cluster. On the other hand, the proposed solution
shows increasing utilization as the tasks are passed to the
next logical cluster. This implies that the proposed solution
is able to delegate more tasks towards more trusted logical
clusters. Using the proposed solution, when µ increases from
100 tasks/s to 240 tasks/s, there is a noticeable decrease in
utilization where the utilization of the logical clusters are be-
coming uniform. Furthermore, the increase in µ additionally
results in declining percentage of task drop in both solutions
as shown in Fig. 7b. When µ is 100 tasks/s, the proposed
solution and the Simple Matching solution have task drop
of 47% and 56% respectively. The task drop lowers to 5%
and 8% for the proposed solution and the Simple Matching
solution respectively as the µ increases to 220 tasks/s. The
proposed solution outperforms the Simple Matching solution
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as it has demonstrated a lower task drop percentage.

C. INFLUENCE OF APPLICATION LATENCY
REQUIREMENT
As mentioned before, when a request first comes to the MB,
the MB is responsible in identifying the closest LB to cater
to the request. If the MB finds the condition stated in (13) is
not met by all the logical clusters, the task will be rejected by
the MB. Hence, in order to show how T

(i,k)
d (delay between

a client and a logical cluster) and Rci (response time of
the ith logical cluster) can influence the performance in our
proposed solution, we present the results in Fig. 8. In this
scenario, λ is set to 1 tasks/s and µ is set to 100 tasks/s.
Influence of the Ralr (application latency requirement) with
T̄d = 0 ms and T̄d = 5 ms are measured against the percentage
of task drop, average utilization, and the λf ranging from 20
ms to 100 ms (this includes the time when request is made
until the time when the request is served) 3.

For simplicity of this study, we assume that the predefined
Ralr is set by the VFC operator to a particular Trust Domain.
Result in Fig. 8a shows that as the Ralr becomes relaxed,
declining percentage of task drop is observed in both Simple
Matching and proposed solution. In this figure, the proposed
solution also exhibits a lower task drop compared to the
Simple Matching solution in both T̄d = 0 ms and T̄d = 5

3Table 1 is used as a reference as to what kinds of applications that can be
served in our solution.

ms. This is because when the logical clusters have a stringent
Ralr , the ρt (utilization threshold) is set smaller so that the
response time remains within the Ralr . As the Ralr increases
from 80 ms onward, the task drop is less than 10% for T̄d = 0
ms and T̄d = 5 ms in both the Simple Matching and proposed
solution.

When the Ralr becomes lenient, increasing average uti-
lization is observed in Fig. 8b where the proposed solution
has a slightly higher average utilization compared to the
Simple Matching solution. It can be observed that when T̄d =
5 ms, both the proposed solution and the Simple Matching so-
lution experience lower average utilization compared to when
Td = 0 ms throughout the increasing Ralr . This indicates that
as the T̄d increases, it can reduce the logical cluster utilization
and selecting a logical cluster closer to the client is important
to maximize the utilization of the v-fogs. Figure 8c shows
the influence of Ralr on the total λf (reassigned tasks) that
is only applicable to the proposed solution in both T̄d = 0 ms
and T̄d = 5 ms. The increase of Ralr from 20 ms to 100 ms
shows the reduction of the total λf from 880 to 630 for T̄d
= 0 ms, and from 820 to 600 for T̄d = 5 ms. This is because
the logical clusters are able to process the tasks in a relaxed
manner and hence the tasks do not have to be processed by
the subsequent logical clusters.

D. INFLUENCE OF TASK REQUEST ARRIVAL RATE
Similar to µ, λ can also influence the logical cluster perfor-
mance. To show how the λ affects both the proposed solution
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FIGURE 6: Performance comparison on utilization and task
drop between trust-based task mapping and non trust-based
task mapping.

and the Simple Matching solution, results are presented in
Fig. 9. For these sets of experiments, Aupper and λ̄l parame-
ters are fixed predefined values, and µ is set to 100 tasks/s and
ρ̄t is set to 0.8. The logical cluster utilization increases as λ
increases from 1 task/s to 3 tasks/s shown in Fig. 9a for both
the proposed solution and the Simple Matching solution. The
proposed solution produces a higher utilization compared to
the Simple Matching solution, where the highest recorded
utilization has reached 77% when λ is 3 tasks/s. In the Simple
Matching solution, the average utilization is almost similar in
all of the logical clusters, whereas in the proposed solution,
increasing average utilization is observed in an ascending
manner of the logical clusters (i.e. the higher trust value of
the logical cluster, the more it is being utilized). However, as
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FIGURE 7: Effect of varying task service rate on cluster
utilization and task drop.

λ increases, the average utilization cannot be beyond ρ̄t and
λ above λmax will not be admitted into the logical cluster.

As previously mentioned, the value for λf is obtained from
(4), and the result in Fig. 9b shows that when λ is doubled
from 2 tasks/s to 4 tasks/s, the λf that a logical cluster has to
process increases. Another important observation from this
figure is that the logical cluster with high trust value tends to
process more tasks than those with relatively low trust value
(i.e. Cluster 1 has no λf task to process; whereas Cluster 8
processes the highest amount of tasks).

V. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
In this section, we discuss how the proposed solution can be
further improved and we bring forward some issues that can
be further studied in the future. These include defining the
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FIGURE 8: Effect of application latency requirement on task
drop, utilization and total number of reassigned tasks.
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FIGURE 9: Effect of varying task arrival rate on cluster
utilization and the number of reassigned tasks.

application latency requirement, defining optimal operational
coverage, trust mapping, driver profiling, factors affecting
delay, task migration issues and quantifying security.

A. DEFINING APPLICATION LATENCY REQUIREMENT
As the clients run myriad applications, applying the same
Ralr for all the logical clusters in the Trust Domain may
not be realistic. The stringent value of Ralr , the more tasks
are being pushed to the logical clusters with high trust value.
Ideally, the Ralr set by the VFC operator can be imposed to
some or all logical clusters when needed. This VFC operator
may need to understand the demands of the clients and the
type of applications that the clients request prior to setting
the percentage of logical clusters that need the Ralr . It also
requires a dynamic mechanism that enables the Ralr to be
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set differently for these logical clusters in order to improve
the clients’ experience and at the same time increase the
utilization of the v-fogs and reduce the task drop.

B. DEFINING OPTIMAL OPERATIONAL COVERAGE
Although, it was not the scope of this paper to decide how
many LBs should be connected under one MB, it should
be studied in the future as it has an impact on the overall
VFC performance. As the management lies in the MB, it is
necessary to know the maximum number of LBs that the MB
is capable of managing, before it experiences performance
degradation. Aside from adding burden to the MB, having
LBs beyond that the MB can handle will increase additional
delays including queuing delay and service delay while
managing the LBs. Similarly, to ensure a logical cluster can
perform within the required application latency requirement,
it is important to consider the optimal number of clients
that can be served under a logical cluster. Logical clusters
that are highly dense with clients will encounter bottleneck
as these clients communicate to the LB. This in turn will
increase the response time and subsequently affect the overall
performance of a logical cluster as we have found in our
result in Fig. 8, where it shows that application latency
requirement would have significant impact on the utilization.
Hence, network traffic needs to be managed efficiently in
order to avoid traffic congestion. To achieve that, a po-
tential candidate solution would be using Software-Defined
Network (SDN) [78] and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) technologies for intelligent traffic engineering [79].

C. TRUST MAPPING
The use of fuzzy logic in this study has helped to define the
grey area of trust where the LB considers trust range of 0 to 1.
While it is known to the LB, the clients requesting for certain
trust requirements would not know the precise trust value to
ask for. For instance, if a client requests for the highly trusted
service from the LB, it could mean any value from 0.7 to 1
from the LB’s point of view, but in fact the client might only
accept trust values of only 0.9 to 1. On the other hand, as
various clients have varying trust values, a trust value of 0.5
could be untrustworthy for one client but not for the others.
To put it simply, what may be trustworthy from the LB’s
perspective may not actually be trustworthy for the client and
vice versa. The subjective nature of trust in this manner has to
be tackled to allow both parties to find a middle ground for a
trust unit that both can agree on. To avoid such confusion and
mistranslation from both parties, it is crucial to address such
problems to improve the quality of experience by the clients.

D. DRIVER PROFILING
This study considers the security, availability and reputation
metrics to evaluate trust of a v-fog. Although a v-fog has one
unique identification, it may not be driven by the same person
every time and various drivers may exhibit different behavior
(mobility and sojourn duration behavior). Varying behavior
would be observed especially in scenarios where the vehicle

is not used for personal purpose and the drivers frequently
interchange. This can be observed such as when the v-fog is a
commercial vehicle owned by a company, or a vehicle rented
by tourists. This can alter the values of the availability metric
and make precise future prediction difficult. One solution is
to propose a driver profiling mechanism that dynamically
adapts to the change of drivers. This is achievable through
means such as face recognition capability that is applied
at the entrance of the parking lot. Moreover, this can be
beneficial if it is applicable in different locations as well since
drivers tend to behave differently with respect to the location
they are at.

E. FACTORS AFFECTING DELAY
As mentioned in Section III and illustrated in Fig. 5, there are
various types of delay that encompass the end-to-end delay,
T̄d. These include delay in sending a request for the broker
T̄R, delay of responding from the LB to the client T̄Rep, delay
of sending tasks from the cluster T̄Rep and from the cluster
back to the client, T̄C′,F . From Fig. 8, we have noticed that
as the T̄d value increases, the performance degrades. This
indicates that it is important to devise ways in minimizing the
delay to improve the logical cluster utilization and maintain
optimal performance. To achieve this, the VFC needs a better
operation procedure to help manage the overall network
traffic flow. Additionally, an improved traffic steering or
load balancing capability that incorporates the NFV may be
beneficial.

F. TASK MIGRATION ISSUES
In the event where a v-fog is leaving a logical cluster in the
midst of processing the tasks, the uncompleted part of the
tasks can be migrated to other v-fogs in the same logical
cluster to maintain high availability and assure that the trust
requirement is still being met. Alternately, tasks can also be
replicated to all v-fogs to ensure high availability where the
same task can be processed in parallel in multiple vehicles.
Furthermore, the LB can perform interval tracking to see the
progress of the tasks being processed. However, if the client
only moves from a Trust Domain to a different Trust Domain,
the LB in that new Trust Domain can take control of the client
and resume the request. This collaborative tracking between
all the LBs can thus enhance the Quality of Service (QoS)
as packets are being constantly monitored from the moment
they are being processed until they are completed.

However, there would be several issues in task migration if
the above-mentioned solutions are in place. Firstly, replicat-
ing the same task to some of the v-fogs in the logical cluster
can ensure high availability but at the cost of high energy
consumption in processing as well as adding redundancy that
consumes the v-fogs processing capacity. This can impact
the v-fogs performance if they are overloaded with tasks.
Secondly, the availability of the v-fog can be impacted by the
various types of parking restrictions. This will have an impact
towards the kinds of tasks that are suitable to be processed
by the v-fogs. Thus, an efficient and dynamic task mapping
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solution is needed to prevent these problems. Thirdly, upon
leaving the logical cluster, the v-fog has to discard the work
that they have processed to allocate other incoming tasks to
be processed. This becomes a security concern if the v-fog
still has records of the tasks. The tasks may contain sensitive
and confidential information that should not be disclosed to
an external party, as they can be exploited by malicious users
to perform attacks. To ensure the tasks are discarded properly,
the LB can perform a quick series of security checks on v-
fogs prior to leaving the logical clusters.

G. QUANTIFYING SECURITY
Another important aspect that needs to be considered in a
VFC is security. Quantifying security is a challenge knowing
that security itself is an intangible metric. Security is not
derived from a single metric as it comprises of myriad factors.
In order to assess mobile security, Gartner has conducted
various security evaluation towards mobile devices and op-
erating systems where they specifically evaluate Android
Enterprise security in two categories, built-in security and
corporate-managed security [80]. To date, not many literature
have distinguished methods in evaluating security and the
metrics needed in the evaluation. Understandably, this is
due to the broad scope of security itself and its applications
in various layers. Although ensuring the utmost security is
desirable, having rigid security can nonetheless render higher
processing and response time. Hence, it is imperative to
balance security and QoS to achieve optimal performance,
and more studies should be conducted to understand security
in order to measure it.

VI. CONCLUSION
The study of vehicles acting as fogs has been rising as
of late. However, unlike the conventional fog devices, fog
operators may face challenges when the vehicles become part
of fog computing. We believe that security alone will not be
enough to integrate the vehicles as part of a fog computing
infrastructure as a fog (computing device) needs to ensure
not only security to its customers, but also its availability.
Therefore, evaluating their trust which can be measured
through different factors is imperative. This study is the first
effort that provides a trust-based edge computing solution
for off-street vehicular fog environment. Our work differs
from the existing trust evaluation of mobile v-fogs as the
metrics they have used such as velocity, speed and direction
are not applicable to stationary or parked v-fogs. Hence,
we have chosen a set of metrics (i.e. security, availability,
and reputation) for trust evaluation that are more relevant
and suitable for the scenario of our study. Additionally, this
study demonstrates how the v-fogs can be integrated with 5G
infrastructure in order to leverage its capacity. We propose a
novel architecture and procedures taking into consideration
different 5G core network equipment that will come in to
play in order make this successful integration. Results from
the performance comparison between the Simple Matching
solution and the proposed solution show that the proposed so-

lution has performed better based on its increasing utilization
and lesser percentage of task drop. This paper also presented
several open research issues that should be studied for future
research.
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